Distance education but beyond: "meLearning"--what if the impossible isn't?
It's not the physical distance between teachers and learners that is the problem but the gap between what all of us as learners need and what those who supply the education, training, and learning have to offer. Mass-produced education for the masses will give way to massively customized learning with contributions from all. While the scope of such an endeavor appears staggering, the dream of adaptive, personalized "meLearning" for every person every day, and thus the brightest future ever imagined, lies immediately in front of us and within our grasp. The vision for a future world state where every person experiences personalized learning every day is clear, but it has arrived prematurely, is inequitably distributed, and remains unseen by most. Moreover, and as has been common in the history of conditions preceding such mass revolutions, the existing organizations and institution stand in stark contrast to this vision and, in many ways, oppose it. All quite predictable and understandable. However, the status quo is no longer an option. The distance between the supply side of the equation (solutions offered) and the demand side (demands and needs) is disproportionately large. Change is inevitable, and is increasingly demanded by all involved. If you have not done so already, it is time to start imagining what our world would be like if we increased the effectiveness of learning for everyone, all the time, by customizing the learning to fit each individual person and situation. Imagine if the impossible isn't! Many others already have. This future is ours for the choosing if we can muster the courage to ignite the transformation from vision to reality by simply imagining that this bright future is now possible and beginning to shape its design and implementation.